FM Global Cargo: Cargo Risk Engineering Services
Supporting your
Transportation Systems
Specialized risk engineering services
from FM Global Cargo can help
companies protect against potential
risks associated with the transportation
of goods.
All modes of transportation are subject
to varying degrees of risk, and these
risks increase as companies expand
their international reach to meet the
demands of today’s global economy.
A reliance on third-party logistics
services compounds this complex and
challenging environment.
Based on a philosophy grounded in
the principle that the majority of all
loss is preventable, FM Global Cargo
risk engineering services offer support
and guidance for product distribution
systems by identifying effective cargo
loss prevention solutions for areas
of potential weakness along the
supply chain.

The Risk Management Leader
For more than 175 years, FM Global
has been the leader in property loss
prevention research and development.
Our commitment to reducing loss is the
engine that drives FM Global Cargo’s
risk engineering services.
Our risk engineering services are
delivered by highly experienced and
professional cargo risk engineers who
have a complete understanding of the
complex nature of transit and shipping
exposures. FM Global Cargo also has
established a trusted global network of
consultants to support us in identifying
specific exposures.

The Big Picture
FM Global Cargo risk engineering
services are flexible and can be customized from focusing on a single aspect
of your product distribution system
to developing a complete overall cargo
risk management program. This adaptability offers you the ability to focus
on issues of cargo risk exposure that
concern you, are specific to your supply chain, and not a one-size-fits-all
approach.

By aligning loss prevention efforts with
the day-to-day challenges of moving
products worldwide, your company can
effectively prioritize cargo-related risk
management expenditures among other
planned improvements.

Engineering Is an Integral
Part of Our Service
	
The primary focus of FM Global
Cargo’s risk engineering services is
to provide a strategic value to our
clients by helping them identify,
understand and effectively manage
cargo risks.
n
By following sound, efficient and
effective practices in cargo loss
prevention for transit, we can add a
competitive edge to your business.
n
	By utilizing FM Global Cargo’s risk
engineering services to support your
product distribution network, you are
proactively minimizing your exposure
to supply chain disruption.
n

A User-Friendly Process

A Secure Environment

FM Global Cargo’s unique approach
to risk engineering servicing is based
on the following process:
n	
Meet with key logistics and risk
management personnel to discuss
your supply chain in-depth, specifically the goods and services in
your distribution model. This meeting should be held at one of your
main cargo distribution facilities to
provide us with hands-on knowledge of your products, components
and raw material shipping and
receiving operations.
n	
Review and analyze previous loss
experience.
n	
Prepare an FM Global Cargo risk
assessment from the information
gathered, which incorporates cargo
loss prevention recommendations
focused on key logistics areas
within your supply chain. This
assessment can be used as the
foundation for an ongoing cargo
risk management program to help
minimize your business exposure
to all shipments covered under
your FM Global Cargo policy.

Security of your product in transit is an
absolute necessity, but security means
much more than physical protection.
It also involves management and procedural control.
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Our dedicated FM Global Cargo risk
engineers keep abreast of the latest available technologies in order to
recommend cost-effective procedural
and physical security solutions for your
goods in transit and in storage.

Don’t Let Your Reputation
Become Damaged Goods
While cargo insurance programs can
cover physical losses, non-recoverable
damages also can have a lasting
negative impact on your company,
such as:
n
Loss of market share
n
Disruption of product flow
n
Loss of customer faith
n
Damage to brand and reputation
n
Loss of profits
FM Global Cargo is committed to
partnering with its clients to understand
the specific risks and hazards they face,
and develop tailored loss prevention
solutions to keep their supply chain
flowing.

By establishing a comprehensive cargo
risk management plan, FM Global
Cargo’s risk engineering services can
help your company prevent losses and
avoid costly disruptions, keeping your
business goals on course.

Services
	Cargo handling procedure review
Security in transit and in storage
n	Trade route/infrastructure
assessment
n
Claims analysis
n	
Carrier transportation agreement
reviews
n
Warehouse storage inspections
n	
Support for capital equipment
shipments
n	
Project cargo critical items surveys
n	
Packaging inspection and advice
n
24/7 logistics technical support
n
n

Contact Us
To learn more about how your
organization can benefit from
FM Global Cargo’s risk engineering
services, please send an email to
cargoengineering@fmglobal.com
or call +1 (1)973 541 6765.

